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First-principles calculation of field emission from metal surfaces
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The field-emission current from realistic metal surfaces is evaluated within the density-functional theory
using the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker approach. The electronic density in the surface region and the potential barrier
induced by the finite electric field are calculated self-consistently using a Green’s-function embedding scheme
and the full-potential linearized-augmented plane-wave method. Application of this formalism to the~100! and
~111! faces of Au and Cu demonstrates the sensitivity of the field-emission current to the surface electronic
structure close to the Fermi energy.
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Field emission has recently received renewed atten
because of its importance for modern field-emitting device1

Emission from carbon nanotubes is of particular inter
since they are currently being investigated for the ne
generation flat-panel displays.2–5 The role of surface carbon
atoms, adsorbed species, and of localized surface states
pared to extended bulk states is so far not well understoo
microscopic description of the emitted current in terms of
electronic structure of realistic materials subject to an elec
field is therefore highly desirable in order to achieve an
derstanding of the key parameters characterizing the e
sion properties and to tailor them to specific technologi
applications.

Earlier theoretical formulations of field emission we
based on one-dimensional model potentials6 and the non-
self-consistent three-dimensional layer-Kohn-Korring
Rostocker approach.7,8 Transport calculations for atoms o
molecules between jellium electrodes exposed to a bias
tential were performed by several authors.9–11 Only recently
self-consistent density functional calculations of field em
sion from clean and adsorbate-covered jellium surfaces w
carried out.12 Also, emission from free and adsorbed finit
length carbon nanotubes13,14 and from finite slabs of gra
phitic ribbons15 was investigated. To our knowledge, how
ever, field-emission calculations for realistic half-spa
systems are not yet available.

Here we present a formalism for the evaluation of t
field-emission current from three-dimensional semi-infin
metal surfaces. The electronic structure in the vicinity of
surface exposed to an electric field is calculated s
consistently within density-functional theory by making u
of the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wa
~FLAPW! method and the surface-embedded Green-func
technique.16 The emission current from bulk states is eva
ated using the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formula.17,18 The surface-
state current is derived from the width of the resonance
duced by the electric field. The virtue of our half spa
geometry is that the metal states form a continuum and
the discrete level spacing in the case of finite-range syst
is avoided. This is particularly important for an accura
treatment of electron emission which is limited to a range
a few tenths of an eV below the Fermi level.
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We have applied our formalism to~100! and ~111! sur-
faces of Au and Cu in order to determine the influence of
electronic structure on the field-emission current. While
~100! surfaces the current arises solely from bulk states
the case of~111! surfaces both bulk and surface states co
tribute to the total current. Despite the nearly free-elect
behavior of the Au and Cu bands near the Fermi energy,
emission intensities on the~111! and ~100! faces differ re-
markably. They also differ significantly from the curren
from equivalent jellium surfaces. Thus, the energy and m
mentum dependence of the electronic density, as wel
its spatial distribution in the surface region, are crucial ing
dients for a detailed understanding of the field-emiss
properties.

For the purpose of evaluating the field-emission curren
is convenient to separate the surface region from the b
and vacuum as indicated in Fig. 1. Because of the effic
screening in metals the boundaryS1 between surface and
bulk regions lies typically a few atomic planes below t
surface. On the vacuum side the electronic density dec
rapidly even in the presence of electric fields. The surfa
vacuum boundaryS2 is taken to lie at a distance above th
first atomic plane where the electron density has decaye
negligible values. The main idea of the embedding theor16

is to perform a self-consistent electronic structure calculat

FIG. 1. Illustration of geometry used for the calculation of t
conductance of the surface region in the presence of a finite ele
field. S1 andS2 denote the bulk-surface and surface-vacuum bou
aries. Solid line, laterally averaged electronic potential of Au~111!
for s52231023 a.u.; dashed line;s521023 a.u.; and dotted
line, s50. The dots denote the positions of atomic layers.
©2003 The American Physical Society22-1
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FIG. 2. Field-emission Fowler-Nordheim plots for~a! Au and ~b! Cu surfaces. Solid curves,~100! face; dashed curves,~111! face bulk
emission; and dotted curves,~111! face total emission.
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in the region betweenS1 andS2. The effects of the bulk and
vacuum regions are incorporated via nonlocal ener
dependent embedding potentials acting atS1 and S2. The
embedding potential on the bulk side is calculated from
complex band structure of Au and Cu,19 while that on
the vacuum side is expressed analytically in terms of A
functions.

Consider first field emission from bulk states. Accordi
to the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formula, the averaged current de
sity may be written as

Jb5E
SBZ

2

~2p!2
dki E

2`

EF
de g~e,ki!, ~1!

g~e,ki!5
e

2p\ (
i

Ti~e,ki!, ~2!

where SBZ denotes the surface Brillouin zone,g(e,ki) is the
energy and momentum dependent conductance of the su
region, andTi(e,ki) is the transmission probability of a one
electron state incident from the metal interior with chan
index i. Within the embedding scheme,g(e,ki) can be refor-
mulated as20

g~e,ki!5
2e

p\ES1

dS1dS18E
S2

dS2dS28G~1,2!

3Im GS2

21~2,28!G* ~28,18!Im GS1

21~18,1!, ~3!

whereG(1,2) represents the Green’s functionG(rW1 ,rW2 ,e,ki)
with rW1 and rW2 on the planesS1 and S2, respectively.GSi

21

denotes the embedding potential at the bulk-surface
surface-vacuum boundary.

Field emission from surface states is not included in
above formalism. To evaluate the emission from the Au~111!
and Cu~111! surface bands we use the following approach
the absence of the applied field surface states have dis
energies that disperse only withki . For finite fields these
states couple to the continuum on the vacuum side of
barrier and acquire a finite width. Let us denote the cen
15542
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and the half width at half maximum of this Lorentzian profi
by Es(ki) andGs(ki), respectively. We now assume that th
resupply of electrons into the surface state via electr
electron interactions proceeds much faster than the tunne
from this state into the vacuum. In the case of metals t
assumption is well justified.21 The lifetime of the surface
state atki is given byts(ki)5\/Gs(ki). The emission cur-
rent density from the surface state~electrons per sec! may
then be obtained from the expression

Js5E
SBZ

2

~2p!2
dki

e

\
Gs~ki!u@EF2Es~ki!#. ~4!

The Au~111! and Cu~111! surface bands in the energy gap
L have nearly quadratic dispersion withki . In the absence of
the field their minima atki50 are located at20.38 eV and
20.54 eV belowEF , respectively. With increasing electri
field the surface band shifts slightly towards larger bindi
energies.

The numerical calculations are carried out by extendin
surface-embedded Green’s-function FLAPW code develo
by one of the authors22 to charged metal surfaces. In th
present work we consider unreconstructed surfaces with
lattice relaxations. Two atomic layers are included in the e
bedded region. Figure 1 shows the self-consistent poten
of Au~111! for three values ofs, the surface charge per un
area. As a result of the efficient screening of the applied fi
these potentials differ only outside the outermost Au laye

Figure 2 shows the field-emission current for~100! and
~111! surfaces of Au and Cu as a function of the strength
the electric-fieldF. To illustrate the validity of the Fowler-

TABLE I. Field-emission current densitiesJ(108 A/m2) from
~111! and ~100! faces of Au and Cu, and from equivalent jellium
surfaces;s521023 a.u.

(111)bulk (111)ss (111)total (100)total (111)jell (100)jell

JAu 0.60 2.54 3.14 1.29 2.49 2.26
JCu 2.77 15.1 17.9 18.8 25.4 49.3
2-2
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Nordheim relation we plot ln(J/F2) versus 1/F. The results
demonstrate that this linearity is indeed satisfied for bulk a
surface currents up to large field strengths correspondin
induced surface charge densities of abouts522
31023 a.u. (1/F50.77 Å/V).

Table I provides the absolute currents for 1F
51.55 Å/V. For comparison we also give the results
equivalent jellium surfaces where an average ionic pseu
potential in the metal interior is introduced to reproduce
calculated Au and Cu work functions. Several aspects
these data are noteworthy.

~i! Although the Au~100! and ~111! surfaces have nearl
identical work functions (FAu(100)55.67 eV, FAu(111)
55.71 eV), the~100! emission is more than twice as stron
as the~111! bulk current. However, the Au~111! surface cur-
rent is about four times larger than the bulk contribution
that the total Au~111! current is much larger than the Au~100!
emission.

~ii ! The picture for Cu is quite different since now there
a larger difference between the~100! and ~111! work func-
tions (FCu(100)55.01 eV, FCu(111)55.19 eV). Thus,
even though, like in Au~111!, the Cu~111! surface emission is
much larger than the bulk emission, the total~111! current
remains smaller than the~100! emission.

~iii ! The important role played by the work function b
comes also evident by comparing the Au and Cu emiss
currents. While the bulk and surface contributions
Cu~111! are about six times larger than for Au~111! ~the
work functions differ by 0.52 eV!, the Cu~100! emission is
almost 15 times larger than the Au~100! current~the work-
function difference is 0.66 eV!. The large variation among
these results underlines the importance of the microsc
details of the surface electronic properties for the fie
emission characteristics.23

~iv! Although close to the Fermi level both Au and Cu a
nearly free-electron systems the~111! and ~100! field-
emission currents differ significantly from those of th
equivalent jellium surfaces, despite identical work functio

FIG. 3. Field-emission current density for~a! Au~100! and ~b!
Au~111! as a function ofki for s521023 a.u. The~100! current
has a cusp at the center of the surface Brillouin zone, as expe
for free-electron systems. In contrast, the~111! bulk current is
maximal at finiteki because of the band gap at theL point. The
~111! surface current is maximal atki where the surface stat
crosses the Fermi level.
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For instance, the Au and Cu~100! jellium currents overesti-
mate the actual Au~100! and Cu~100! currents by a factor of
2–3. Evidently, thesd hybridization nearEF , and the fact
that thesp electrons must avoid the large core regions oc
pied by thed states, strongly reduces the probability f
transmission across the surface barrier. The~111! bulk and
total currents of Au and Cu also differ appreciably from t
jellium values.

To illustrate the difference between bulk and surfac
emission properties we show in Fig. 3 the parallel mom
tum variation of the Au current density. As expected for t
free-electron behavior on the~100! face, its emission density
is largest at the center of the surface Brillouin zone beca
of the presence of thesp band at EF near ki50. For
Au~111!, on the other hand, there are no states nearEF at

ed FIG. 4. Energy dependence of field-emission current density
~100! and~111! faces of Au fors521023 a.u. Solid curves,~111!
bulk and surface currents and dashed curve,~100! current. The
lower cutoff of the surface-state contribution corresponds to

minimum of Es(ki) at Ḡ.

FIG. 5. Planar averaged spatial distribution of valence cha

density of Au~111! bulk and surface states atḠ(s522
31022 a.u.). The charge density of the bulk states correspond
the energy region from22.46 to21.11 eV belowEF ; the density
of the surface state to the window from20.84 to20.43 eV. The
dot denotes the position of the first-layer atom.
2-3
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small ki because of the band gap atL. Accordingly, the cur-

rent density from bulk states nearly vanishes atḠ and
reaches its maximum at finiteki . Since the overall emission
intensity decays exponentially with increasingki , the
Au~111! bulk current is much smaller than that for Au~100!.
According to Fig. 3~b! the Au~111! surface current is much
larger than the bulk current. The origin of this effect will b
discussed below. Here we note that the~111! emission

reaches its maximum not atḠ but where the surface ban
crosses the Fermi energy. Thus, the current diminis
more rapidly with increasing binding energy than wi
increasingki.

Figure 4 compares the energy variation of the Au~111!
and ~100! emission currents. The bulk contribution is o
tained from the momentum integrated conductanceg(e,ki),
while the surface contribution follows from Eq.~4! by re-
placing u@EF2Es(ki)# by d@e2Es(ki)#. All contributions
diminish exponentially with increasing binding energy,
that the total current essentially originates within a fe
tenths of an eV belowEF . The ~111! bulk contribution is
much smaller than for the~100! face because of the absen

of propagating bulk states nearḠ @see Fig. 3~b!#. The largest
contribution stems from the~111! surface current. Qualita
tively similar results are found for Cu.

To illustrate the origin of the remarkably large Au~111!
surface-state current we show in Fig. 5 the planar avera
spatial distribution of valence charge density for Au~111!
od

op

at
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bulk and surface states forḠ. The important point here is
that the surface-state density extends much farther into
vacuum than the bulk density. Thus, the effective width
the tunneling barrier is smaller than that for propagating b
states. Clearly, therefore, the field-emission characteristic
not depend only on the energy and parallel momentum va
tion of electronic states. Their spatial location with respec
the surface barrier is an additional decisive factor.

In summary, we have presented a formalism for the eva
ation of field-emission currents from realistic metal surfac
The electronic density in the presence of the electric field
calculated self-consistently using the FLAPW embedd
scheme and density-functional theory. Emission from b
states is derived using the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker approach,
whereas surface-state currents are obtained from the r
nance width induced by the electric field. Application of th
formalism to surfaces of Au and Cu revealed a remarka
sensitivity of the field-emission current to the surface el
tronic structure. Although both metals exhibit nearly fre
electron behavior nearEF , the bulk currents for the~111!
and~100! faces differ strongly, and the~111! surfaces exhibit
very large surface-state currents. Moreover, the results d
appreciably from the equivalent jellium surfaces. The em
sion characteristics therefore intimately reflect the mic
scopic electronic properties near the surface. Similar con
sions should apply to other materials. We expect o
formalism to be useful also for surfaces of carbon system
and
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